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ABSTRACT
We point out an intriguing relation between the masses of the transiting planets and their
orbital periods. For the six currently known transiting planets, the data are consistent with a
decreasing linear relation. The other known short-period planets, discovered through radial-
velocity techniques, seem to agree with this relation. We briefly speculate about a tentative
physical model to explain such a dependence.
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1 I N T RO D U C T I O N
The actual masses of most extrasolar planets are not known. Because
radial-velocity data do not yield orbital inclinations, only minimum
masses can be derived for those planets. Some information about the
masses could be gained through Hipparcos astrometry (Pourbaix &
Arenou 2001; Zucker & Mazeh 2001), but no definite masses. So far,
the actual masses can be derived only for planets that exhibit transits,
indicating orbital inclinations close to 90◦. The first transiting planet
to be discovered was HD 209458 (Charbonneau et al. 2000; Henry
et al. 2000), after the radial-velocity modulation (Mazeh et al. 2000)
indicated a minimum mass of about 0.7 Jupiter mass (M J).
The next stage in the pursuit of knowledge of the actual
planetary masses was the publication of the high-quality pho-
tometric data of OGLE (Udalski et al. 2002a,b, 2003), which
yielded, especially after applying the BLS transit search algorithm
(Kova´cs, Zucker & Mazeh 2002), more than 100 transit candidates.
Follow-up radial-velocity observations confirmed that OGLE-TR-
56 (Konacki et al. 2003; Torres et al. 2004), OGLE-TR-113 and
OGLE-TR-132 (Bouchy et al. 2004) all have planetary compan-
ions, with masses of 1.45, 1.35 and 1.01 M J, respectively.
In 2004 August three additional steps were taken in the saga of
deriving the planetary masses, as follows.
(i) Superb photometry of OGLE-TR-132 improved its mass es-
timate to 1.19 M J (Moutou et al. 2004).
(ii) One more OGLE candidate, OGLE-TR-111, was proven to
harbour a planet with a mass of 0.5 M J (Pont et al. 2004).
(iii) The first radial-velocity confirmation of planetary transit de-
tection by a wide-field small telescope, TrES-1, was announced,
with a mass of 0.75 M J (Alonso et al. 2004).
Table 1 summarizes our present knowledge of the planetary
masses known as of 2004 August 31. In this paper we present an
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intriguing correlation between the masses of the transiting planets
and their periods, and discuss very briefly its possible implications.
2 T H E M A S S – P E R I O D C O R R E L AT I O N
Fig. 1 presents the six known planetary masses as a function of their
periods, and their best linear fit. Despite the fact that we have only
six points, the linearity of their positions in the diagram is intriguing.
The probability to have their masses arranged as a monotonic (in-
creasing or decreasing) function of their periods is 2/6! = 0.0028,
let alone having them appear on a straight line, within 1σ .
Obviously, any correlation between the masses of the short-period
planets and their periods should also apply to the minimum masses
of the other known short-period planets. We therefore plot in Fig. 2
the masses of all other planets with periods shorter than 5 d (from
the Exoplanet Encyclopaedia, www.obspm.fr/encycl/catalog.html).
We exclude only the planet around τ Boo (Butler et al. 1997), which
is known to be in a binary system (Eggenberger, Udry & Mayor
2003), where the distant stellar M2 companion could have modified
the planetary formation and evolution (Zucker & Mazeh 2002). For
all these planets only the minimum mass is known. We therefore
multiplied each planetary minimum mass by 4/π, the reciprocal of
the expected value of sin i . We ignored the very recently discovered
Neptune-sized planets, which probably are of a different nature and
have a different formation and evolutionary history (Santos et al.
2004; McArthur et al. 2004; Butler et al. 2004).
Zucker & Mazeh (2002) have already found a correlation between
planet masses and their orbital periods, manifested as a dearth of
massive short-period planets. The relation suggested here applies
to a small part of the mass–period diagram analyzed by Zucker &
Mazeh. Therefore, it is probably related to other physical mecha-
nisms. We find that the population of all the planets with periods
shorter than 5 d is still consistent with the intriguing linear depen-
dence found for the masses of the transiting planets, with admittedly
some scatter.
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Table 1. Periods and masses of the transiting planets.
Name Period Mass Reference
(d) (M J)
OGLE-TR-56 1.2 1.45 ± 0.23 Torres et al. (2004)
OGLE-TR-113 1.43 1.35 ± 0.22 Moutou et al. (2004)
OGLE-TR-132 1.69 1.19 ± 0.13 Moutou et al. (2004)
TRes-1 3.03 0.75 ± 0.06 Alonso et al. (2004)
HD 209458 3.52 0.69 ± 0.05 Mazeh et al. (2000)
OGLE-TR-111 4.02 0.53 ± 0.11 Pont et al. (2004)
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Figure 1. The masses of the transiting planets as a function of their periods.
The line is the best linear fit.
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Figure 2. The mass–period diagram of the short-period planets. The filled
circles are the minimum masses multiplied by 4/π.
3 D I S C U S S I O N
The suggested mass–period relation depicted in Figs 1 and 2 is based
on small number statistics, and more points are certainly needed to
establish its existence. The aim of this short paper is to attract the
attention of the community to this intriguing relation and to initiate
a fruitful discussion. Along this line, in what follows we speculate
very briefly on the possible mechanism behind such an intriguing
feature.
Very recently Baraffe et al. (2004) recalculated the evolutionary
tracks of close-in giant planets, taking into account thermal evap-
oration caused by the XUV flux of the parent star (Lammer et al.
2003). They suggested that the orbital distance determines a critical
mass, below which the evaporation time-scale becomes shorter than
the thermal time-scale of the planet. For planets with initial masses
below the critical mass, evaporation leads to a rapid expansion of the
outer planetary layers, speeding up the evaporation process. Conse-
quently, planets with masses below the critical mass do not survive.
Such a process can cleanse the area in the mass–period diagram
below the line that represents the critical mass.
Clearly, the critical mass gets smaller as the orbital distance gets
larger. Therefore, such a mechanism can explain the feature seen in
our diagram. Moreover, planets positioned on the suggested mass–
period line might have suffered an increase of their radius because
of the stellar heating, and would therefore be the easiest to detect by
transit search. This might account for the fact that all the transiting
planets are so close to the line in our diagram.
Obviously this speculation still has to be worked out. For exam-
ple, it seems that planets with periods shorter than 5 d discovered
by radial-velocity measurements also concentrate around our line,
and their density above the line is low. To account for this we need
to invoke another mechanism, as planets above the line apparently
are not strongly affected by stellar heating. Furthermore, one still
has to show why the critical mass would depend linearly on the or-
bital period. Moreover, one would think that the evaporation process
should depend strongly on the stellar brightness, a feature which is
not seen in the actual data of the short-period planets. It is also not
clear why this effect is limited to planets with period shorter than
5 d. In short, we do not have any detailed model. We suggest that
such a model should be worked out only when more planets in this
range of periods are found, and the mass–period correlation better
established.
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